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Existence and uniqueness questions are treated for quantum tields on Iw x S’ 
satisfying the nonlinear Klein-Cordon equation (-1 + m2)d + I T’(d):, = 0, where 
P is a given real polynomial, bounded below, and 11 is the physical vacuum. When 
1> 0 is sutkiently small, there exists a solution, but it need not be unique unless 
c is required to depend continuously on i. in certain sense. In particular, there exist 
two unitarily inequivalent solutions of the equation (1 1 + m’)d + i. :dJ:V = 0, for 
R > 0 sutliciently small. J., 1992 Acadcmlc Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One can rigorously construct quantum fields on R x S ’ satisfying non- 
linear Klein-Gordon equations. Curiously, however, it is not known under 
what conditions the solution of a given equation is unique, nor which equa- 
tions can be solved. The problem is that, in contrast to classical nonlinear 
wave equations, for quantum fields the Hamiltonian is not in general given 
a priori, but depends on the physical vacuum, which is also to be solved 
for. We begin with a summary of this problem; for more detailed accounts 
the reader is referred to our earlier work [2, 33. 
Let 4 denote the free scalar field of mass m, which is a distribution on 
R x S ’ whose values are self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space K, and 
which satisfies the linear Klein-Gordon equation 
(7 +m”)qi=O 
l On leave from the University of California at Riverside. 
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together with the canonical commutation relations 
Ci(L x), 4(1. y)l = C&t. XL 1(4 .r)l =o. C&f, -u), c&r, y)l = i4.r - y). 
Let P: R + R be a polynomial, bounded below. At a formal level, if one 
defines ‘$,“,(t, x) to be the operator-valued distribution e”“4(0, X) e ““, 
where the Hamiltonian H is an operator on K given by 
then #inI should satisfy the canonical commutation relations and the 
nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation 
(U + m*) ~,“, + P’(~i”,) = 0. 
The problem is to interpret the nonlinear functions of operator-valued 
distributions appearing in the formula for If. These may be defined using 
the theory of renormalized powers of quantum fields developed by Segal 
[ 7 J, which generalizes and makes precise Wick’s “normal-ordered” powers. 




Up to a scalar multiple, H(P, u) has a unique ground state, or “vacuum.” 
If the vacuum of H(P, r) is u itself, setting 
&,(h ~1 = e rrHlP.Iy(o, X)(,-rM’lP.c), 
one can indeed show that @,,, satisfies the nonlinear wave equation 
( q +m*) ~,“, + :P’(ii,,):, =O 
on RxS’. 
The problem is thus reduced to that of finding a suitably regular vector 
u E K such that the Hamiltonian H(P, u) has r as its own vacuum. In physi- 
cal terms, this condition expresses the fact that while the vacuum is defined 
in quantum held theory as the state of least energy, the definition of energy 
(i.e., the Hamiltonian) depends in turn on the vacuum, since the powers of 
tields involved must be renormalized. Since the condition that Hamiltonian 
H(P, v) has u as its own vacuum is highly nonlinear, it is difficult to deter- 
mine for which P there exists such u, or whether u is unique in any sense 
if it exists. Here we show that for any polynomial P that is bounded below 
and any sufficiently small A> 0 there exists u E K such that the vacuum of 
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H(P, u) is E. We find that uniqueness fails to hold in certain simple cases. 
Indeed, for i. > 0 sufficiently small, there exist at least two unitarifj 
inequivalent solutions of 
(n + m*) q5,“, + i. :#fn,:” = 0, 
where u is the vacuum of the Hamiltonian for ~inr. 
These problems, and a plan of attack, were proposed by Segal [S], 
whom we thank for many useful discussions. This paper continues previous 
work by the authors [3], which in turn was greatly influenced by the work 
of Friedman [4]. It is also interesting to compare the work of Jaffe, 
Lesniewski, and Wieczerkowski [S] on quantum fields on R x S ’ satisfying 
a priori nonlinear wave equations, for which the problems discussed here 
do not arise. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by establishing notation; for more details see [2]. Given a 
complex Hilbert space H, the “free boson field” over H is a system 
(K, W, f, u,), unique up to unitary equivalence, such that: 
(1) K is a complex Hilbert space; 
(2) W is a strongly continuous map from H to unitaries on K 
satisfying the “Weyl relations”: 
W(x) WY) = e -iIm<.~..v>i*w(wv+ y); 
(3) f is a strongly continuous unitary representation of U(H) on K 
such that 
f(T) W(x)f(T) -I= W(Tx) 
for all TE U(H) and x E H, and df( A) > 0 for all positive self-adjoint A 
on H; 
(4) uO, the “free vacuum,” is a unit vector in K invariant under f and 
cyclic for W. 
We shall be working with the free scalar field of mass m > 0 on R x S’. 
In this case the space of Cauchy data is H = H”2(S’)@ H- “2(S’), where 
the Sobolev space HP(S ‘) denotes the completion of Cm(S ‘), the space of 
smooth real functions on S ‘, in the norm given by 
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where B= (-A +M*)‘!* and we identify S’ with R/Z. H is a complex 
Hilbert space with inner product 
((“fl9fz)~ t&Y,, g2)) = [ wYlN~“2~l:I)+v- ‘;‘tf2)u-1.‘2g2) 
-.s’ 
+dflg2-fig,), 
and complex structure J: H + H given by 
J(.f,,f2fi)=(-B- 729 w.1). 
The “single-particle Hamiltonian” A is the self-adjoint operator on H given 
by 
A(f,,f*)=(Bf,t Bf*i. 
The operator A is positive, so the “free field Hamiltonian” H, = df(A) is 
a non-negative self-adjoint operator on K. 
Let K be the conjugation on H given by ~(f,, f2) = (f,, -f2), and let H, 
be the corresponding real part of H, which consists of all vectors of the 
form (1; 0). Define U and V by 
U(f)= WB ‘.A 01, US) = wo, Bf). 
Then U and V are a “Weyl pair,” that is, 
U(f) Wg) = Wf+ g), Uf) V(g) = Uf+ g)v 
v(f) Ug)=exp i s,h Wg) v(f). (J > 
We shall work with the real wave representation of the free boson field. 
In this representation, K is identified with L2(H,), the L2-space relative to 
the isonormal Gaussian distribution of variance i on H,. On L2(H,), U 
acts as multiplication operators, while V acts as unitarized translation 
operators. 
We recall some basic facts about renormalized powers of the free field 
[I’, 81. Let K, denote LP(Hc), and let 
D=D(H,)n n K,. 
PE C2.‘w) 
Let u E D and g E Cm(S ‘). Then for all n 2 0 there exists a self-adjoint 
operator :@“(g):, on K, which we may also write heuristically as 
J :&x)“:, g(x) dx, I=0 
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uniquely determined in a recursive manner by the commutation relations 
U(f) :dq g):, U( -f) = :@“(g):,, (1) 
V(f) :a”( g):, V( -f) = closure of i ’ 
0 
:@“(f” “g):,, (2) 
m=O m 
for all f‘~ C”(S’), together with the normalization conditions 
and 
(u, :@“(g):, u) =o (4) 
for n 2 1. For each n, the operator :@“(g):, is essentially self-adjoint on D. 
We use the abbreviations :@‘YU = :a”( 1 ):U, x0”: = :@‘YVO, @(f) = :@‘(f):,, 
and @ = @( 1). Note that G(f) is the self-adjoint generator of the one- 
parameter group U(tf). There is a useful formula for “change of vacuum,” 
:@“:,= f: n (0, :Qm:” v) :@” m:c 
0 m=O m 
as operators on D for all u, v E D with v invariant under T(R(t)), where 
R(t) is the one-parameter group of unitaries on H induced by rotations of 
S’. Such vectors v will be called “translation-invariant.” 
Let P denote the vector space of real-valued polynomials of degree <2d, 
and let Cc P denote the cone of polynomials that are bounded below. If 
P E C has P(x) = C a,xj, and u E D, we define H( P, u) to be the closure of 
the operator If,, + 1 aj :dVu. Suppose PE C. Then H( P, u) is self-adjoint, 
with pure point spectrum, and has a nondegenerate lowest eigenvalue 
which we denote by E(P, u). There is a unique unit vector v E K. the 
“vacuum” of H(P,u), such that H(P,u)v=E(P,u)v and v>O as an 
element of L’(H,). Moreover, v E D and L; are translation-invariant. 
Before we state our main results we wish to make very clear in what 
sense having ZJ E D which is the vacuum of H( P, u) gives rise to a quantum 
field satisfying a nonlinear Klein-Cordon equation. Suppose that u is the 
vacuum of H(P, u), and let LIZ Cm(S ‘). Then we define 
oint(f, f) = p(P4qj-) e -iWP.u), 
and we may define renormalized powers :a:,,( I, f):, by relations analogous 
to Eqs. (l)-(4), using instead of U(f) and V(f) the time-evolved Weyl pair 
U,,,(t, j-) = p(p.q/(f) e -““(P.u), 
vi,,(l,f)=ei’“(P.u)~(f) ,-ilWP.u). 
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Moreover, we have 
The proof of this makes essential use of the fact that the vacuum of H(P, U) 
is u itself. 
The entire vectors for H(P, U) lie in D, so if w  is an entire vector, the 
integral 
converges absolutely in K for all YE C,“(R x S’), and is norm-continuous 
as a function offs C,“(R x S ‘). We may write this integral as 
where Ant is an operator-valued distribution, the “interacting field” with 
Hamiltonian H(P, u). We similarly define the operator-valued distribution 
:&‘A by 
(J :&,( 1, x):, f( t, x) dt dx > J w = :@:Jt, f(f, . )):, wdt wxs’ H 
and for any polynomial Q we define :Q(~i,,)(l,f):, and :Q(~inc):, by 
linearity. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that u E D is the vacuum of H( P, u). Then 
(0 + m2) A,, + :P’(d,,,):, = 0, 
as distributions having as values operators defined on the entire vectors jbr 
WP, u). 
It is physically important to note that the above equation is “local.” 
That is, integrating any term of the left side against a test function 
f~ Cc( R x S ’ ), we obtain an operator affiliated to the von Neumann 
algebra generated by the field operators 
with supp( g) E supp(f). For details, see Corollary 8.8.1 of [2]. 
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Now we consider existence and uniqueness, for a given polynomial P, of 
a vector u E D that is the vacuum of H(P, u). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that PE C. Then for some i., > 0, there exists a 
unique function u: [0, A,] + D such that: 
1. u( j.) is the uacuum of H(IIP, u(i.)). 
2. u is norm-continuous from [0, %,I to K. 
3. For some p > 2, u is bounded from [0, A,] to K,. 
In fact, from the proof of this theorem, as A JO the vacuum u(i.) 
converges to the free vacuum u0 in the norm topology on K, for all p. 
Interestingly, if Conditions 2 and 3 in Theorem 1 are removed we have 
the following example of non-uniqueness: 
THEOREM 2. Let P(x) = x4. There exists J.,> 0 and functions u,, u2: 
(0, %,I + D such that 
1. u,(A) is the uacuum of H(iP, ~~(1)). 
2. ui(%) is even as an element of L*(H,). 
3. For all i. E (0, A,], u,(l) #u*(i). 
Here UE L*(H,) is said to be “even” if it is invariant under the transfor- 
mation r( -I), which corresponds to reflection about the origin of H,. 
By Lemma 1, both of the vacua u,(A) in Theorem 2 give rise to solutions 
4i of the equation 
(1 +~*)qS,+~.:t$j:~,,~.~=O. 
We would like to make very precise the sense in which these are physically 
distinct quantum fields satisfying the same nonlinear wave equation. 
THEOREM 3. For IE(O, &,I, let P, u, =u,(j.), u,=u,(i) be as in 
Theorem 2. Then there is no unitary operator U on K such that 
H(RP, u,)= CJH(l.P, u2) II-’ 
and 
@(f) = U@(f) u- ’ 
for all fE C5(S’). 
ssom6i2- I5 
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3. PROOFS 
We begin by showing that the interacting field satisfies a wave equation. 
Proof of Lemmu 1. We need to show that for any .fe C;;‘(lR x S’). 
c (( 0 + m’) b,,,(t, x) + :P’(&,)(t, x):,)f(f, x) dx df = 0. ~RxS’ 
We will write simplyffor the functionfir, .) on S’, leaving the dependence 
on t implicit, and similarly writej‘and f for the first and second derivatives 
off(r, .) with respect to r. We also write H for H( P, u). Let 
d,,,(h 1‘) = iCM @,,A& S)l. 
Then as operators on entire vectors for H, 
f @,J6 f) = iCK b’,,,(h 1‘)l + 2d,,,,(1, i) + @,dc 7) 
= @i”t(t*j:- E’f) - :P’(@i,c)(fy f):~ + 2&i,l(l, f), (6) 
and 
f d’,,t([, f) = iCH, di,t(f, .f)l + b,,,(f, f) 
= -@lnt(f, B2f) - :P’(@int)(lv j‘):, + 6)inl(fr f). 
Integrating Eq. (6) with respect to t yields 
(7) 
I R x s’ 
((a:-B2) 4int(t, X)- :P’(4,nt)(r, -r):u)f(t, XI drdx 
= -2 j- &j-) dt. 
R 
Integrating Eq. (7) with respect to t gives 
j-Rk/)d~=~R s, (s24,nt(r, X) + :P’(+int)(tt X):u).f(f, X) dt dx. X. 
Combining the last two equations finishes the proof. 1 
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Next we consider Hamiltonians renormalized relative to the free vacuum. 
Recall that Cc P denotes the cone of polynomials of degree 2d that are 
bounded below. Given P E C, let H(P) denote H( P, v,), let u(P) denote the 
vacuum of H(P), and let the “vacuum energy” E(P) be given by 
H(P)o(P)=E(P)u(P). 
Note that H(0) = H,, v(0) = oO, and E(0) = 0. 
Using Eq. (S), for any Q E C there exists a unique Q E C such that 
H(Q)= H@, u(Q)). 
Explicitly, if Q(X) = C, a,~‘, we have 
D(x)= c a(;) (u(Q), :Gk: u(Q)) x’ -‘. 
OGkQ] 
(8) 
Note that u(Q) is the vacuum of H(Q, u(Q)). Conversely, if u E D is 
the vacuum of H(P, u) for some PE C, we may use Eq. (5) to write 
H(P, u) = H(Q) for some Q E C. It follows that u = u(Q) and P = 0. 
In short, for any P E C there exists u e D such that u is the vacuum of 
H( P, u) if and only if P = Q for some Q E C. To use this fact we must 
understand the range of the map T: C + C given by 
T(Q)= @ 
We shall use the implicit function theorem to show that “sufhciently small” 
polynomials are in the range of T, obtaining Theorem 2. To this end we 
calculate the Jacobian of the map T near the origin in C. 
LEMMA 2. The function E(P) is C’ on the interior of C. The map 
P H u(P) is C ’ from the interior of C to K, and continuous from the interior 
of C to K, for all p E [2, 00 ). Given any conuex open cone C, in the interior 
qfC, E(P)-+Oandu(P)+u0inK,fora~fp~[2,00)as P-,OinC,. 
Proof. For P in the interior of C, H(P) is an analytic family of type B 
in the sense of Kato [6,9]. Moreover E(P) is a nondegenerate isolated 
eigenvalue of H(P), so by Kato’s perturbation theory u(P) is analytic from 
the interior of C to K, and E(P) is an analytic function on the interior of 
C. (Note that while Kato only considers one-parameter families, the 
generalization to multi-parameter families is straightforward.) Let S be a 
fixed subset of C, whose closure is compact. By an estimate of Segal [8], 
for any p E [2, cc) there exists t > 0 such that e-‘H’P’ is bounded from K to 
K,, uniformly for all PE S. Since 
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and E(P) <po, where p,, is the constant term of P, I/t:(P)/i, is uniformly 
bounded on S. Since u(P) is continuous from S to K, it follows from 
Holder’s inequality that o(P) is continuous from S to K, for all PE [2, ~3). 
Also by Holder’s inequality, (v(P), :P(@): u(P)) + 0 as P -+ 0 in C,,. Note 
that 
so E(P)-+0 as P-+0 in Co. 
To prove that v(P) + u. in K, as P -+ 0 in Co it suffkes to prove this for 
p=2. Write u(P)=a(P)u,+u,(P), where a(P)= (uor u(P)), so that o,(P) 
is orthogonal to uo. Since (u(P), H(P) L’(P) ) = E(P) and H, r. = 0, 
(u,(P), Hoc,(P)) = E(P) - (u(P), :P(@): u(P)) -+ 0 
as P-+0 in Co, which means that i., Ilc,(P)I(*-,O, where i., is the first 
positive eigenvalue of Ho. Hence u,(P) -+ 0, which completes the proof that 
u(P)+ 2'0. fl 
LEMMA 3. The map T is C’ in the interior of C. Given any convex open 
cone Co in the interior of C, as P + 0 in Co, T(P) + 0 and dT( P) --+ I. 
Proof: By Lemma 2 and Eq. (8), T is C’ in the interior of C and 
T(P) + 0 as P -+ 0 in C,,. 
Differentiating the equation H(P) c(P) = E(P) u(P), one obtains 
-$w+E~) = (u(P)> QNP)) 
c=n 
and 
W(P)-E(P))$u(P+EQ)/ r-O= ((u(P), Qu(P)) -Q, u(P) 
for all PE C, and Q E P. The former clearly converges to ( uO, Qu,) as 
P + 0 in Co. We claim the latter implies that 
+‘+EQ) --+% ‘((uo,Quo)-Q)uo, 1: : 0 
(9) 
where I?; ’ is the inverse of the operator I?, that is Ho on the space of vec- 
tors orthogonal to u,, and the identity on the space spanned by uO. To see 
this, let R, be the operator that is H(P) - E(P) on the space of vectors 
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orthogonal to o(P) and the identity on the space spanned by u(P), i.e., 
a, = H(P) - E(P) + 7~~(~), where 7~“~~) is the orthogonal projection onto 
the subspace spanned by u(P). Noting that there is an e0 > 0 such that 
fip > .sO for all P near 0 in Co and that ((u(P), Qo(P)) - Q) c(P) + 
((co, Quo) -Q) u0 in K, Eq. (9) follows if we can prove that i7;‘u -+ fi;‘u 
as P --) 0 in C, for any u E K. It is actually enough to show that 
for every eigenfunction u of R,, associated with the eigenvalue E. To this 
end, let us consider the identity 
A,fi,‘u = (A, + :P(#)+, + nu,pJ - II,, - E(P)) &‘u 
=u+ E- ‘(:P(qS):t,,p,+rtL.~p~- z,.“- E(P))u. 
It follows that 
&‘u=ii,‘u-E -‘R,‘(:P(~):,,,,+n,.,,,-n,-E(P))u. 
Since the functional corresponding to the multiplication operator :P(q5):,cp, 
converges to 0 in K, for some p E (2, cc ), and u E K,,,, where l/p + l/p’ = t, 
it follows that (:P(c$):,(~, +z,~~~ - nuO- E(P))u -+O in K as P-+0 in C,. 
Consequently 
E-‘jjpr(:P(~):~(P)+~,,,p)- n,,- E(P))u -+O 
which completes the proof of (10). 
Since u(P) 4 u. in each K, as P + 0 in Co by Lemma 2, and the 
derivative of u(P) converges in K by (9), it follows from Eq. (8) that the 
derivative of T converges to the identity as P + 0 in Co. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let C, be a convex open cone in C containing P. 
By Lemma 3 and the implicit function theorem for cones [3], for some 
A0 > 0 there exists a unique continuous function Q: [0, A,] + Co u { 0} such 
that Q(0) = 0 and 
T( Q,) = 1.P. 
Let u(A) = u(QA). It follows from the definition of T that 
H(Q,)= H(RP, u(i)). 
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Thus ~0.) is the vacuum of H(iP, u(i.)), as desired. Since u(A) is the 
vacuum of H(QJ, it follows that u(~)E D. Since Q; is a continuous 
function from [0, /lo] to C, u (01. it follows from Lemma 2 that u(i.) is 
continuous from [0, i,,] to K, for all p E [2, zo). This proves the existence 
part of the theorem. 
For the uniqueness. suppose that u(I.) satisfies Conditions 1-3. It follows 
that %P= T(Qj,) for some Qj. E C, and u(j.) = c(Q;). By Conditions 2 and 3 
it follows that (u(QJ, 9”: U(Qi)) -+ 0 as AJO. so Eq. (8) implies that 
Q,: + 0 in Co as i JO. The same reasoning shows that Q; depends con- 
tinuously on i. for 3.20. But as shown above, for some i.,>O there is 
unique continuous function Q: [0, &] + Co such that T(Q,)= 1P. It 
follows that Qi, and hence ~0.) = o(Qi), is unique. fl 
We conclude with proofs of the nonuniqueness results, Theorems 2 
and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Given h E R and i. > 0, let H,,, denote the closure 
of 
H, + ; :Q2: + i. :a4:. 
Let L;~.~, be the vacuum of Hh,;,, and let Eh.>, be the vacuum energy given 
by HU,VG =&.iv,,i. Then Hh,j, = H( R, vhJ, where 
R(x) = ix4 + i a(b, i.) x2 + c(b, j.). 
where the constant c(h, A) does not concern us, but 
~(b, i) = b + 12i,(v,,,,, :Q2: Uh.j,) 
by Eq. (5). 
First we estimate a(b, I.) as a function of b when h < -m2. We have 
m2+h 
= - .yz + j_v4 
2 
for every SE R. Minimizing over s, we obtain 
Eb.j, < - (“f-$ 
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Note that If,+ :a4: > --c for some c > 0, so that if i. < 1 we have 
H,, + i. :a4: > -ic, hence 
h 
Yj (Uh.i., :@ 2: t’h,j.) = E,.j,- (Uh.j., (H,+i. :a4:) c*,;,) d - 
(m2 + bj2 + j‘ 
16% 
” . . 
It follows that for h < -rn2, we have 
a(h, %) = b + 12i(v,.;,, :a2: t.,,;,) >, b - 
3(m2 + b)’ + 24i.‘c 
2h b . (11) 
Next, for b = 0, 
U(0, i)= 12~(~;O,j,, Ia21 O&, 
which converges to 0 as A JO by Lemma 2. Similarly, for any b > 0 we have 
u(b, i) -+ b as i. JO, since u(b, A) converges in D (while this is not a conse- 
quence of Lemma 2, the technique of the proof applies). Fixing k > 0, we 
can choose i, > 0 such that 
a( 0, j.) < k/2, a( 2k, I.) > k, 
for all % E (0, I.,]. By Estimate (1 I ), for some b < 0 with IhI sufficiently large 
there exists i,>O such that 
u(b, A) > k 
for all I. E (0, j.2]. Let R, = min(A,, j.2). Note that by Lemma 2, u(b, i) is 
continuous as a function of b E Iw for i. > 0. It follows from the intermediate 
value theorem that for any i E (0, i.,] there exists b, > 0 and b, < 0 with 
u(b,,i)=u(b,,I)=k. 
Recalling the definition of u(b, i.), this implies that un,.,. # u~~.~. Let us 
write Ui for U*,,j.. Since U, is the vacuum of H,,,, it is even. We thus have 
obtained, for any A E (0, &I, two distinct vectors U,E D, each of which is 
the vacuum of H(Q, u,), where 
Q(x) =; kx2 + ix4. 
Now let M2 =m2 + k, and let H’ denote the Hilbert space of Cauchy 
data for the free scalar field of mass M on Iw x S ‘. Let (K’, W’, f ‘, I&) 
denote the free boson field over H’, let E’ = ( - A + M 2)“2, and similarly 
for all the other objects associated with the free scalar field. There is a sym- 
plectic real-linear transformation S: H + H’ given by S(J g) = (Tf, T- ‘g), 
where T= BB’- ‘. Since SS * - I is Hilbert-Schmidt (where S ’ denotes the 
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real adjoint of S when H and H’ are considered as real Hilbert spaces), the 
results of Segal and Shale imply that there exists a unitary operator 
U: K + K’ implementing J. That is, for all z E H, 
W’(Sz)= cJW(z) u -I. (12) 
(An exposition of the theory of unitary implementability of symplectics 
appears in Chapter 4 of [2 3.) 
Let u,! = Uui. We claim that in fact 
UH(Q, ui) U ’ = H’(i.P, u:), (13) 
where P(x) =x4. It will follow that u,! is a lowest eigenvector of H’(i,P, u:); 
since U can be chosen to be positivity-preserving, we may assume that u; 
is in fact the vacuum of H’(IP, u:). One can see from r’( -I) U = Uf( - I) 
that the vacua u,! are even in L2(H:). Since m and k, hence M, were 
arbitrary positive numbers, the theorem follows. 
Now let us prove (13). Differentiating Eq. (12), we obtain 
W(f) = U@(f) u - ‘, d’(f) = Udqf) u ‘. 
Using the definition of renormahzed powers, it follows that 
:@‘“(f):,; = u :@“(f):,, u-. ’ 
for all n. Thus it sullices to show that 
k 
U- ‘Hb U = closure of HO + 2 :Q2: + c. 
This may be checked by comparing successive commutators with @(f) 
and d(f) (the generator of V(tf)) for arbitrary f E C “(S’), using the 
irreducibility of the free boson field. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose such a unitary U exists. Since the self- 
adjoint operators Q(f) generate a maximal abelian subalgebra of bounded 
linear operators on K, the unitary U must lie in this subalgebra. It follows 
that 
(u2, :a2: u2) = (Uu,, :a21 Uu2). 
Since H(IP, u,) = UH(,lP, u2) U-’ and ui is the vacuum of H(IP, u,), we 
must have u, = aUu, for some a EC with (a( = 1. This implies that 
(u,, YD2: 242) = (u,, :G2: u,). 
This was shown not to be the case in the proof of Theorem 2. u 
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We conclude with some open questions concerning Theorem 2. Very 
similar results hold for the one-dimensional anharmonic oscillator [3]. 
Here one seeks UE L2(R) such that the vacuum of f(p2 + q2) + i. :q*:” is u 
itself. In this case, for sufficiently small Iti > 0 there are two solutions, say 
u,(R) and u2(;1). The well-behaved solution, u,(A), converges to the free 
vacuum as I. 10, while u,(R) converges weakly to zero. Moreover, numeri- 
cal calculations indicate that ur(i) and u2(A) are well-defined and con- 
tinuous for 1. in some interval (0, A,], that these are the only solutions for 
i in this interval, that they are distinct for i. -C i, but equal for A= %“, and 
that there is no solution for i > i,. It is not known whether the 4” theory 
Hamiltonian, 
Ho + 1. J, = o :4*0, xl:, dx, 
behaves in the same manner. Theorem 2 suggests that it may. 
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